DEPARTMENT OF PEDIATRICS
Division Chiefs, Program Directors, Managers, and Assistants

Chair
Angelo Giardino, MD, PhD  giardino@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7415  Williams Building
Jane Griffith, Administration Manager  jane.griffith@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7415  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor

Associate Chair Administration and Finance
Michael Rogers, MBA  michael.rogers@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7496  Williams Building
Erin Schumaker, Admin Assistant  erin.schumaker@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-7587  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor

Adolescent Medicine
Nikki Mihalopoulos MD, MPH  nicole.mihalopoulos@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7513  Williams Building
Jason Fox, Manager  jason.fox@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-6480  295 Chipeta Way, 1st Floor
Gregory Schoonover, Admin Assistant  gregory.schoonover@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7877

Allergy & Immunology
John Bohnsack, MD (Interim)  john.bohnsack@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-5281  Eccles Outpatient Building
Rebecca Dunn, Manager  rebecca.dunn@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator  lindsayspring.browning@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1657

Behavioral Health
Lisa Giles, MD (Interim)  lisa.giles@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-8811  Eccles Outpatient Building
Laurie Lesher, Manager  laurie.lesher@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-2136  81 Mario Capecchi, 2nd Floor
Pam Commons, Admin Assistant  pam.commons@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-6755

Cardiology
Antonio Cabrera, MD  antonio.cabrera@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7655  Eccles Outpatient Building
Lora Clark, Manager  lora.clark@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7645  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Heather Smuin, Admin Assistant  heather.smuin@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7607

Clinical Pharmacology
Kevin Watt, MD, PhD  kevin.watt@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7404  Williams Building
Christopher Blatchford, Financial Analyst  christopher.blatchford@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7464  295 Chipeta Way, 1st Floor
Chelsea Yeates, Admin Assistant (Interim)  chelsea.yeates@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3761

Complex Care
Nancy Murphy, MD  nancy.murphy@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-9685  Eccles Outpatient Building
Jason Fox, Manager  jason.fox@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-6480  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Lucia Blasko, Admin Assistant  lucia.blasko@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7737

Critical Care/IICRC
Jill Sweney, MD, MBA (Interim)  jill.sweney@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7572  Williams Building
Jan Johnson, Director  jan.johnson@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7407  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor
Sharon Marron, Admin Coordinator  sharon.marron@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7572
Chelsea Yeates, Admin Coordinator  chelsea.yeates@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-2465

Emergency Medicine
Howard Kadish, MD  howard.kadish@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7427  Williams Building
Jennifer Rigby, Manager  jennifer.rigby@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-0151  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor
Kelly McKnight, Admin Assistant  kelly.mcknight@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7450

Endocrinology
Vandana Raman, MBBS, MD  vana.raman@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3337  Eccles Outpatient Building
Brandi Johnson, Manager  brandi.johnson@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3524  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Kate Raber, Admin Assistant  kate.raber@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7767

Gastroenterology
Stephen Guthery, MD  stephen.guthery@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7672  Eccles Outpatient Building
Brandi Johnson, Manager  brandi.johnson@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3524  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Renae Lawless, Admin Assistant  renae.lawless@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7675

General Pediatrics
Justin Alvey, MD  justin.alvey@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1146  Williams Building
Jason Fox, Manager  jason.fox@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-6480  295 Chipeta Way, 1st Floor
Coral Nolen, Admin Assistant  coral.nolen@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-6943
Genetics
Nicola Longo, MD  nicola.longo@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-9071  Williams Building
Trevor Scott, Manager  trevor.scott@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-8416  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor
Zeinab Bahsoun, Admin Assistant  zeinab.bahsoun@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7689

Hematology/Oncology
Michael Pulsipher, MD  michael.pulsipher@hci.utah.edu  (801)588-2680  Eccles Outpatient Building
Jeff Wangsgard, Manager  jeff.wangsgard@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-7175  81 Mario Capecchi, 5th Floor
Scott Roberts, Clinic Coordinator  scott.roberts@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-4703
Breeanna DeGarmo, Admin Assistant  breeanna.degarmo@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-4779

Hospital Medicine
Tiffany Glasgow, MD  tiffany.glasgow@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3665  Primary Children’s Hospital
Rachel Hardy, Manager  rachel.hardy@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3657  4th Floor
Melody Baugh, Admin Assistant  melody.baugh@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3645

Infectious Diseases
Andy Pavia, MD  andy.pavia@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-3825  Williams Building
Rebecca Dunn, Manager  rebecca.dunn@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor
Tori Gean, Admin Assistant  victoria.gean@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7610

Neonatology
Bradley Yoder, MD  bradley.yoder@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-5696  Williams Building
Megan McIntyre, Manager  megan.mcintyre@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-3497  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor
Kathy Aller, Admin Coordinator  kathy.aller@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-4178

Nephrology
Raoul Nelson, MD  raoul.nelson@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7426  Eccles Outpatient Building
Rebecca Dunn, Manager  rebecca.dunn@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator  lindsayspring.browning@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1657

Neurology
Joshua Bonkowsky, MD  joshua.bonkowsky@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7750  Eccles Outpatient Building
Jake Zimmerli, Manager  jacob.zimmerli@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7442  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Channing Jackson, Admin Assistant  channing.jackson@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7763

Palliative Care
Dominic Moore, MD  dominic.moore@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3645  Primary Children’s Hospital
Rachel Hardy, Manager  rachel.hardy@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3657  4th Floor
Melody Baugh, Admin Assistant  melody.baugh@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3645

Pulmonary and Sleep Medicine
Brian McGinley, MD  brian.mcginley@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3337  Eccles Outpatient Building
Trevor Scott, Manager  trevor.scott@hsc.utah.edu  (801)581-8416  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Ashly Buhler, Admin Coordinator  ashly.buhler@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3525

Rheumatology
Aimee Hersh, MD  aimee.hersh@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-4095  Eccles Outpatient Building
Rebecca Dunn, Manager  rebecca.dunn@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator  lindsayspring.browning@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1657

Safe & Healthy Families
Toni Laskey, MD  antoinette.laskey@hsc.utah.edu  (801)662-3620  Eccles Outpatient Building
Rebecca Dunn, Manager  rebecca.dunn@usc.utah.edu  (801)213-7730  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Tori Gean, Admin Assistant  victoria.gean@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-7610

Programs/Enterprises

Academic Enterprise
Nanette Dudley, MD  nanette.dudley@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-7540  Williams Building
Alberta Elstein, Administrative Manager  alberta.elstein@hsc.utah.edu  (801)213-3244  295 Chipeta Way, 2nd Floor

Clinical Enterprise
John Bohnsack, MD  john.bohnsack@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-5281  Eccles Outpatient Building
Lindsay Browning, Admin Coordinator  lindsayspring.browning@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1657  81 Mario Capecchi, 4th Floor
Justin Alvey, MD, Medical Director  justin.alvey@hsc.utah.edu  (801)587-1146
Coral Nolen, Admin Assistant  coral.nolen@hsc.utah.edu  (801)585-6943
Trevor Slater, Admin Director  
David Meyers, Associate Director  
Jennifer del Rosario, Admin Assistant  
Kristine Hagen, Pre-Authorization Manager  
Kristine Hagen, Front Desk Manager  
Alina Moore, MA Supervisor  
Misti Moore, MA Supervisor  
Courtney Beasley, Scheduling/Template Manager  
Spencer Kocherhans, Scheduling Supervisor  
Jennifer Nelson, Scheduling Supervisor  
Lorie Lepley, HIM Referrals Manager  
Jade Chapman, HIM/Referrals Supervisor  
Kristine Hagen, Front Desk Manager  
Misti Moore, MA Supervisor  
Clinical Trials Office  
Mike Dean, MD, MBA, Director  
Vanessa Bryant, Acct. and Finance Manager  
Casi Morales, Contract Manager  
Priscilla Rosen, Research Manager  
Jaci Skidmore, Business Dev/Quality Dir.  
Erin Vanderhoof, Research Manager  
Naloxone Program  
Jennifer Plumb, MD, MPH, Medical Director  
John Mohr, Manager  
Lucia Blasko, Admin Assistant  
Research Enterprise  
Mike Dean, MD, MBA, Vice Chair of Research  
H. Joseph Yost, PhD, Vice Chair for Basic Science  
Heather Keenan, MDCM, PhD, Associate Chair for Research  
Jan Johnson, Director, Research Admin & CC  
Sally Jo Zuspan, Director, Research & Business  
Heather Bailey, Pre-Award Manager  
Residency Program/Education  
Bruce Herman, MD  
Ashley Boyington, Education Manager  
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